
All aboard for a 

Fun-Filled Holiday Party with

A Party Kit for the Award-Winning Classic from
CHRIS VAN ALLSBURG

Celebrate the classic story— 
for readers of all ages!

Included in this kit:

? Party and event ideas ?
? Nametags ?

? Reproducible games, activity sheets, and recipe cards ?

Materials included in this kit are intended for children ages 3 and up.
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The following pages contain tips and ideas for planning the perfect Polar Express 
event at your bookstore, library, or your own home!

Get Your Tickets Ready: Preparing for Your Event

Your Polar Express party is your own, and the activities and games you want to incorporate should be unique to you!  
For a successful event, the best practice is to include a read-aloud of The Polar Express, some interactive games for 
families (both as icebreakers and during lulls), and snack treats or party favors for fun takeaways. 

No matter what you do, you’ll want to make sure you have a plan in place to keep attending families and kids 
engaged, while keeping the event layout nice and easy for you. 

  Structure Your Party:

 g  Step 1: Spread the Word: Once you’ve set the date for your party, start building excitement by passing out 
invitations to let your guests know when and where the fun will be! Invitations are included in this kit.

 g  Step 2: Set the Stage for Fun: In hosting a Polar Express party, it’s recommended to include a read-aloud 
of the book as the centerpiece for your guests. But don’t forget the games! Prepare a series of icebreaker 
activities for families and kids to participate in to set the tone for the event. We recommend opening your 
party with activities like the ones enclosed in this kit (preferably connected to the book) to engage your guests 
and get them excited!

 g  Step 3: Provide the Right Tools: In addition to fun and games, it is essential to plan ahead for any 
downtime at the event. Also enclosed in this kit is a series of reproducible activity sheets to copy and pass out, 
to keep kids engaged, as attentions may wander during the festivities.

 g   Step 4: Set the Perfect Read-Aloud Atmosphere: We’ve enclosed discussion questions about the book 
inside this kit to make the read-aloud experience an engaging one.

 g  Step 5: Have Fun! As any event planner knows, attention spans may be short and challenges may arise! Have 
fun with the materials in this kit, and don’t be afraid to be flexible.

  

Throw a 
Polar Express Party!

Bonus Social Media Tip!  Tag @hmhkids in any social media promotion 
for your event so HMH Books for Young Readers can help spread the word!
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   Order and Make Those Decorations:
      You don’t need to spend a lot of money on store-bought decorations when you can make your own for the 

party! Enclosed in this kit are decorating templates for winter garland and fun North Pole signs for guests to 
add some decorating flair to the party. Here are some additional ideas for pre-party decorations that are simple 
and fun.

 g  Homemade Wreaths  Purchase plastic plates (available at any grocery or party supply store), and cut a hole 
in each plate in the center.  Then, using paint (in either traditional green or your own unique color choice!) 
cover over the entire plate (both sides). Once the paint dries, tie a simple ribbon at the top, and voila!  Your 
own homemade wreath.  No paint?  Another creative option is to pick up bows at your local Christmas Tree 
shop and, using hot glue (or staples), affix all over the plate for a unique approach to a Christmas wreath.

 g  Candy Cane Bouquets Add a deliciously decorative touch to your Polar Express party with homemade bouquets 
made of candy canes! Gather a package of candy canes together in a plastic bowl or vase, and tie a red ribbon 
around the instant bouquet for table tops or the entry way for the event.

 g  Pint-Size Snowmen Pick up a set of baby food jars (or any small jar available), and, using acrylic or any 
white paint available, cover the entire outside, head to toe. Then use black paint on the front of the jar to 
create eyes and a mouth! Don’t forget orange paint for a carrot nose! Perfect to decorate your space or as 
party favors for guests. 

   Don’t Forget the Snacks!
       If your party allows for food and drinks for your guests, here are some simple and quick ideas for to add a little 

extra fun to your Polar Express party! Additional recipe and snack ideas are available further inside the kit.

 g  Snack-Size Santas Make mini-Santas out of strawberries! Purchase a pack of strawberries and cut the tops 
and bottoms off of each piece (save the bottoms!) Place the strawberries on a sheet so they’re bottom-up.  
Place a dollop of whipped cream on top of each strawberry, and then place the cut bottoms back on each one. 
Now place a drop of whipped cream on the top of each strawberry bottom, and voila! Instant snack-sized 
Santas.

 g  Popcorn Snowmen Take a set of plastic cups and, using a magic marker, decorate each cup to add a 
snowman face on the front (using a red marker to add a scarf or hat). Fill the cups with popcorn for your 
guests.

 g  Holiday Hot Chocolate A staple of the Polar Express party experience is a warm cup of hot chocolate.  Add 
a little extra holiday zest to a traditional hot chocolate drink for your guests by adding ¼ teaspoon of 
peppermint extract or cinnamon to your guests’ beverages, or even dipping a fun-sized peppermint stick into 
each cup for some added flavor. 

Throw a 
Polar Express Party!

continued
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Polish That Train: Setting Up Your Space

After the preparations are set, it’s time to set the space and kick off your party! On the day of your Polar Express 
event, as decorations are put up, make sure to follow the tips below to line up your space for maximum fun.

 g  Make Introductions Easy: Name tags are enclosed in this kit to place at the front of your event for arriving 
guests. In addition to being useful, these tags will serve as an initial icebreaker to help attendees introduce 
themselves as they get settled.

 g  Help Guests Focus With Activities: Make copies of the enclosed reproducible activity sheets for parents to 
offer children while waiting for the festivities to start.

 g  Make Reading the Focus: The most magical part of The Polar Express is reading it out loud. Set up and clearly 
label a read-aloud stage. Encourage guests to gather around the stage before the program begins so they’ll be 
ready to listen and enjoy!

All Aboard! Final Tips and Tricks for Your Event

 g  Remember that 15–20 minutes is the limit that most young children can sit for any read-aloud session. Keep 
games and other activities moving to engage children, and keep the read-aloud portion short and sweet.

 g  Arrange the children on the floor around you so that they all feel connected to the book and can see clearly.
 g  During the read-aloud session, encourage children to respond and participate as you read the story to make 

it more engaging for the audience.
 g  Snack time is fun time, but use it wisely. Provide snacks that are healthy, easy to handle, and not distracting 

during set events.
 g  Most important, have plenty of copies of The Polar Express on hand for guests to read and explore during the 

event!

Throw a 
Polar Express Party!

continued
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Reindeer Games: Fun Icebreaker Activities for Guests

Below are some fun icebreaker and circle-time activities for you and your guests to set the stage for your party.  
Use at the start to introduce guests together, or anytime throughout to keep things moving!

 g  Holiday Trivia: Split your party guests into teams of three. Using the questions provided in the page marked 
“Holiday Trivia,” ask each team a question, going around until you run out of questions, assigning a point 
for each correct answer. Keep a tally of the points and add them up at the end. The winning team wins a 
prize—a copy of the book or a package of holiday candy!

 g  Winter/Holiday Facts About Me: Ask all your guests to stand in a circle with one person in the middle. 
The person in the middle will make a winter/holiday-related statement such as “I love snow days!” Those in 
agreement must move from their spot in the circle to another open spot. The person in the middle should 
take this opportunity to find a spot in the circle too. One person should be left in the middle, and the person 
in the middle should now make a statement to continue the game!

 g  Guess Which Holiday Books: Before your party, wrap up a few classic holiday books and choose three clues 
from the book to write on top of the wrapping paper. For example, if you wrapped up The Night Before Christmas, 
you could write: 1) Christmas Eve, 2) Sugar Plums, and 3) Santa Claus. Give each guest a piece of paper to 
write his or her guesses on. The guests who guess the most titles correctly win a prize—any one of the wrapped 
books or candy canes!

 g  Who Am I? Holiday Edition: On a set of index cards write down classic Christmas characters from books 
or movies (one character/card). Then pass out the cards and tell your guests not to look at what’s written 
down on their card. Go around the circle and have each guest hold their card up for everyone else to see 
as they ask a yes or no question about the name on their card. Go around until someone figures out what 
character they are!

 g  Create Your Own Holiday Adventure: Pass out the enclosed worksheet marked “Create Your Own Holiday 
Adventure.” Give guests time to fill in the blanks, and then go around the circle and read them aloud!

Throw a 
Polar Express Party!

continued
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All Aboard!
Join us for a special Polar Express Story Time Party! 

We will have games, crafts, and a reading of The Polar Express!

Date:

Time:

Place:

For more information

polarexpress.com •   • All rights reserved.
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Hi, my name is

My favorite holiday book is

Hi, my name is

My favorite holiday book is

Hi, my name is

My favorite holiday book is

Hi, my name is

My favorite holiday book is

Hi, my name is

My favorite holiday book is

Hi, my name is

My favorite holiday book is

REPRODUCIBLE
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Polar Express Decorations

Winter Garland!

Add some holiday style to your party space by decorating with 
garlands inspired by the North Pole itself!

North Star Garland

Winter Wonderland Garland

To construct a North Star Garland, you will need:
 g  Construction paper or wrapping paper
 g Scissors
 g  Hole punch
 g  Yarn
 
Take construction paper or your favorite wrapping holiday wrapping paper and cut out several stars. 
Punch holes in the top point of each star and string onto yarn.

To construct a Winter Wonderland Garland, you will need:
 g  White paper
 g Scissors
 g  Yarn
 
Fold paper into a triangle and then fold the triangle in half. Fold the triangle a third time and then cut shapes into 
the folded paper. When you’re done, open your snowflake and string it onto the yarn. 
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Polar Express Decorations

Welcome to the 
North Pole!

Out of time to craft decorations for your party? Stop by your local 
dollar store or party store and pick up red and green streamers to 

hang up around your store. Add a touch of sparkle with some 
silver tinsel and include a few hanging bells! 

North Pole Sign
Follow these simple steps to turn your party space into your very own Christmas headquarters!  

To construct a North Pole sign, you will need:
 g  Red and white construction paper
 g  Red ribbon or yarn
 g  Hole punch
 g  Ruler
 g  Scissors 
 g  Glue stick
 g  Markers or crayons
 
1. Choose a color to be your base color and one to be your top color. 
2. Measure 2-inch lines around all four sides of your top color.  
3. Cut along these lines. 
4. Using your glue stick, glue the top color to the center of your base. 
5. Write your North Pole greeting on the top color.
6. Use the same color marker or crayon as your top color to draw stripes along the exposed base color.
7. Punch a hole in the top right and left corners.
8. Loop yarn through holes and secure with a knot or a bow.

Welcome to 
the 

North Pole!
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Wishing you

all the joys of the

holiday season.

The Polar Express
by Chris Van Allsburg

Illustrations by Chris Van Allsburg © 2016
All rights reserved. / polarexpress.com

A FIRST LOOK AT THE POLAR EXPRESS AS YOU’VE NEVER SEEN IT BEFORE
NOT FINAL

A Polar Express Christmas Card
Use these instructions to make a holiday 
card for guests to take home! Print this 
page on white paper using a color printer. 
Fold along the dotted line and cut as 
indicated to create your card. 

FOLD

FOLD
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Spot the Bell!

A bell was the first gift of Christmas! 
How many bells can you spot in the image below?

REPRODUCIBLE

number of bells
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Match the Story

Can you match each illustration below to the part of the story it 
belongs in? Draw a line from the sentence to the image.

The train was filled with 
other children, all in their pajamas 
and nightgowns. We sang Christmas 
carols and ate candies with nougat 

centers as white as snow.

“Look,” shouted one of 
the children, “the elves.” 

Outside we saw hundreds of elves. 

On Christmas morning my little sister 
Sarah and I opened our presents. 

When it looked as if everything had 
been unwrapped, Sarah found one 

last small box behind the tree. 
It had my name on it. 

1

2

3

4

We traveled through cold, 
dark forests, where lean wolves roamed 

and white-tailed rabbits hid from 
our train as it thundered through 

the quiet wilderness. 

REPRODUCIBLE
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Fill in the Blank

Can you complete these winter words and phrases below?  

1. M _ R _ Y   C H _ I S T M _ _

2. S A _ _ A   C L _ U S 

3. S N _ WF _ _ K E 

4. F _ O S _ Y   T H E  _ N _ W M _ N 

5. R _ _ N D E _ R 

6. _ L E I _ H   R I D _  

7. C _ _ I S _ M _ _  T _ _ E  

8. P _ E S _ N _ 

9. H _ L I D _ Y 

10. J I _ G _ E   B E _ _ S
REPRODUCIBLE
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POLAR
EXPRESS

TRAIN
CONDUCTOR

STEAM
SANTA

BELL
CHRISTMAS

SLEIGH
NORTH

POLE
SNOWFLAKES

COCOA
PAJAMAS
FROZEN

GIFT
ELVES

WOLVES

BELIEVE
MIDNIGHT
BATHROBE

RING
ICE

Word Search

Can you find the following words from the word vault below? 
They can go forward, backwards, up, down, and diagonally.

REPRODUCIBLE
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The First Gift 
of Christmas

If you were chosen to receive the first gift of Christmas, 
what would you ask for and why?

REPRODUCIBLE
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Holiday Poetry

An acrostic poem is when the first letter of each line spells out a word. 
Create your own acrostic poem from the letters in Polar Express!

REPRODUCIBLE
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Finish the Story

What would you do at the North Pole? 
Fill in the lines with your own trip to the North Pole. 

 “All aboard,” the conductor cried out. I ran up to him.
 “Well,” he said, “are you coming?”
 “Where?” I asked. 
 “Why, to the North Pole, of course,” was his answer. “This is the Polar Express.” 
I took his outstretched hand and he pulled me aboard. 

REPRODUCIBLE
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Create Your Own 
Holiday Adventure!

Create a hilarious holiday story to share with friends!  
Use the key noted here to help you choose a word to fill in 

the blanks with. Read your silly stories aloud when you’re done! 

 On (1)___________, many years ago, I lay quietly in my (2)________. I did not rus-
tle the sheets. I was listening for a sound — a sound (3)__________ had told me I’d never 
hear —the ringing bells of (4) ________’s sleigh. 
 “There is no (5)___________,” my friend had insisted, but I knew he was wrong. 
 Late that night I did hear sounds, though not of ringing bells. From outside 
came the sounds of (6)___________ and (7)_________. I looked through my window and 
saw a (8)__________ standing perfectly still in front of my house. 
 It was wrapped in an apron of steam. Snowflakes fell lightly around it. A 
(9)____________ stood at the open door of one of the cars. He took a (10)___________ 
pocket watch from his vest, then looked up at my window. I put on slippers and a 
robe. I tiptoed downstairs and out the door.
 “All aboard,” the conductor cried out. I ran up to him. 
 “Well,” he said, “are you coming?” 
 “Where?” I asked. 
 “Why, to (11)_____________ of course,” was his answer. “This is the (12)___________ 
Express.” I took his outstretched hand and he pulled me aboard. 

1. Holiday
2. Noun 
3. Person’s name
4. Famous person

5. Same famous person
6. Silly sound
7. Different silly sound
8. Noun

9. Person
10. Adjective
11. Place
12. Same place

Holiday Key

REPRODUCIBLE
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A Train Track 
Reading Log

Chugga-Chugga READ!
Help the Polar Express reach the North Pole — advance along the train tracks 

by reading or being read to for twenty or more minutes every day!

REPRODUCIBLE

 TITLE:
 AUTHOR:

 TITLE:
 AUTHOR:

 TITLE:
 AUTHOR:

 TITLE:
 AUTHOR:

 TITLE:
 AUTHOR:

 TITLE:
 AUTHOR:

 TITLE:
 AUTHOR:
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Treats from the 
North Pole Kitchen

Recipes inspired by the North Pole —Takeaways for Guests

Rudolph’s Favorite Mint Chocolate Cookies: 

PREHEAT oven to 375° F
COMBINE flour, baking soda, and salt in small bowl. Beat butter, granulated sugar, brown sugar, and vanilla ex-
tract in large mixer bowl until creamy. Add eggs, one at a time, beating well after each addition. Gradually beat in 
flour mixture. Stir in morsels and nuts. Drop by rounded tablespoon onto ungreased baking sheets. 
BAKE for 9 to 11 minutes or until golden brown. Cool on baking sheets for 2 minutes; remove to wire racks to 
cool completely. 

• 2 ¼ cups all-purpose flour 
• 1 teaspoon baking soda 
• 1 teaspoon salt 
• 1 cup (2 sticks) butter, softened 
• ¾ cup granulated sugar 

• ¾ cup packed brown sugar 
• 1 teaspoon vanilla extract 
• 2 large eggs 
• 2 cups (12-oz. pkg.) chocolate chips
• 1 cup mint chips 

Simple Minty Cookie Crumb Snowballs:

Mix frosting, cookie crumbs, and crushed candy canes until blended. 
SHAPE into 48 (1-inch) balls. Freeze 10 min. Dip in melted chocolate; place on waxed paper-covered rimmed 
baking sheet. Sprinkle with extra crushed candy cane.
REFRIGERATE 1 hour or until firm. 

•  36 crushed chocolate sandwich 
cookies

• 1 can of frosting

• Crushed candy canes
• Melted white chocolate

Cozy Cocoa:

Pour hot water, sugar, cocoa powder and salt into a large pot. Whisk over medium heat. 
When everything is combined, add chocolate chips and whisk mixture until chocolate chips are melted. 
Add milk and vanilla and whisk again. Serve with marshmallows or whipped cream!

• 1 cup sugar
• 1 cup cocoa powder
• 1 cup chocolate chips
• 1 tsp salt

• 1 cup hot water
• ½ gallon milk
• 1 tsp vanilla

REPRODUCIBLE
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Treats from the 
North Pole Kitchen

continued

REPRODUCIBLE

Snowflake Cookie: 

PREHEAT oven to 350° F. Line two cookie sheets with parchment paper. Knead the flour into the dough until 
smooth. Divide the dough in half. Roll out each piece on a lightly floured surface to a scant ¼-inch thickness.
CUT out the shapes, using templates or a cookie cutter and cutting as close together as possible. Transfer the 
shapes to the cookie sheets, spacing about 1 inch apart.
BAKE until golden and firm to the touch, 7 to 12 minutes depending on the size and shape of the cookies. Trans-
fer to a wire rack and cool completely.
SPOON the royal frosting into a ziplock bag. Press out the excess air and seal the bag. Snip a small (¼-inch) cor-
ner from the bags. Pipe decorative swirls, lines, or dots of frsoting on top of each cookie. While the frosting is still 
wet, sprinkle the top of the cookie with the sugar to cover. Shake off any excess sugar.

• ¼ cup all-purpose flour, plus extra for rolling 
• 1 tube (16.5 ounces) refrigerated sugar cookie dough
• ¼ cup unsweetened cocoa powder 

• 1 box (16 ounces) confectioners’ sugar
• 3 tablespoons powdered egg whites
• 6 tablespoons warm water
• Food coloring (optional)

• ½ recipe Quick Chocolate Cookie Dough 
• 1 3½-inch snowflake cookie cutter

• ½ recipe Royal Frosting
• ½ cup white decorating sugar 

Make as directed, kneading in the cocoa powder with 
the flour until well blended.

Combine all the ingredients in a medium bowl. Beat 
with an electric mixer on low speed until blended. In-
crease the speed to high and beat until smooth and thick 
(the frosting may be tinted at this time). Use as directed 
in the recipe.

Quick Chocolate Cookie Dough Royal Frosting

Recipe copyright © Cupcakes, Cookies & Pie, Oh My! by Karen Tack and Alan Richardson, Houghton Mifflin Harcourt, 2012

³
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Treats from the 
North Pole Kitchen

continued

Recipes inspired by the North Pole —Takeaways for Guests

REPRODUCIBLE

Gingerbread Boy Cookie: 

PREHEAT oven to 375° F. Line two cookie sheets with parchment paper. Knead the flour into the dough until 
smooth. Divide the dough in half. Roll out each piece on a lightly floured surface to a scant ¼-inch thickness.
CUT out the shapes, using templates or a cookie cutter and cutting as close together as possible. Transfer the 
shapes to the cookie sheets, spacing about 1 inch apart.
BAKE until golden and firm to the touch, 7 to 12 minutes. Transfer to a wire rack and cool completely.
TINT 3 tablespoons of the royal frosting red and 3 tablespoons white using the food coloring. Spoon each color 
plus the remaining frosting into separate ziplock bags. Press out the excess air and seal the bags. Snip a small (¼-
inch) corner from the bags. Pipe wavy lines of white frosting on the arms and legs of each cookie and attach the red 
and green candy as buttons with dots of white frosting. Pipe white eyes and a white mouth with the tinted frostings.

• ¼ cup all-purpose flour, plus extra for rolling 
• 1 tube (16.5 ounces) refrigerated sugar cookie dough
• 1 teaspoon apple pie spice 

• 1 box (16 ounces) confectioners’ sugar
• 3 tablespoons powdered egg whites
• 6 tablespoons warm water
• Food coloring (optional)

³
2

• ½ recipe Quick Spice Cookie Dough 
• 1 3½-inch gingerbread-boy cookie cutter
• ½ recipe Royal Frosting

• White food coloring 
• Red and green mini candy-coated chocolates

Make as directed, kneading in the apple pie spice with 
the flour until well blended.

Combine all the ingredients in a medium bowl. Beat 
with an electric mixer on low speed until blended. In-
crease the speed to high and beat until smooth and thick 
(the frosting may be tinted at this time). Use as directed 
in the recipe.

Quick Spice Cookie Dough Royal Frosting

8

Recipe copyright © Cupcakes, Cookies & Pie, Oh My! by Karen Tack and Alan Richardson, Houghton Mifflin Harcourt, 2012
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resource page

Holiday Trivia & 
Discussion Questions

from The Polar Express

1. What day in December does Christmas fall on?
2. Where does Santa live?
3. Name one of Santa’s reindeer.
4. What kind of nose does Frosty the Snowman have?
5. What color are traditional candy canes?
6. What is another name Santa Claus goes by?
7. What does Santa like to snack on while he’s delivering gifts?
8. Name two Christmas songs.
9. How many golden rings are there in “The Twelve Days of Christmas”? 
10. How does Frosty greet the children when the magic hat brings him to life?
11. What are the two most popular Christmas colors?
12. Sing a line from jingle bells.
13. What was the first gift of Christmas in The Polar Express?
14. How many times does Santa check his list?
15. When does Santa deliver his gifts to the children of the world?
16. Who helps Santa in his workshop?
17. What are two popular tree toppers? 
18. What does the main character of The Polar Express never stop hearing?
19. True or false? Santa gets around by driving a flying car.
20. What holiday comes one week after Christmas?

REPRODUCIBLE
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Fun Facts About
The Polar Express

Celebrate over 30 years of The Polar Express 
with these fun facts about the book! 

Feel free to use how you’d like at your event.

 g  According to Chris Van Allsburg, the book started with an image of a train standing alone in 
the woods.

 g  The Pere Marquette 1225 train, now in Owosso, Michigan, was the inspiration for the story. 
As a child, Chris Van Allsburg played on the engine when it was on display, and to him, the 
number 1225 meant 12/25, Christmas Day!

 g  The real 1225 train inspired the animated train, and they recorded the 1225’s different 
locomotive sounds to use in the movie. 

 g  Chris Van Allsburg said that The Polar Express was the easiest of his picture book manuscripts to 
write. He created only one draft and had to make only a few changes to the text.

 g  The Polar Express is done with oil pastels, and to get the night lighting just right, he mixed color 
complements (reds with greens, oranges with blues) to bring out the hues of colors in low 
light.

 g  The mood and palette for The Polar Express were inspired by the paintings of the nineteenth- 
century German artist Caspar David Friedrich. He was a landscape artist who created 
panoramic views with single small figures in the composition. Chris Van Allsburg wanted to 
use the tertiary colors, the browns and the violets, to get the somber atmosphere he saw in 
Friedrich's work.

 g  In North Conway, New Hampshire, they reenact the Polar Express ride with an old steam 
engine that makes a trip to a nearby ski lodge. The passengers (which include many kids 
in their pajamas and bathrobes) disembark there, where about a hundred citizens of 
North Conway, dressed as elves and carrying lanterns, greet them. At the lodge, there’s a 
presentation of the story, Santa appears, and as they leave, all the children are given a small 
sleigh bell to take home!

 g  Van Allsburg has an artistic connection to another Christmas classic — in 2014 he designed 
the sets for the Michigan Ballet’s performance of The Nutcracker.

 g  The setting of the book is based on Van Allsburg’s childhood home in Grand Rapids, 
Michigan.
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Snowflake Cutouts

Create your own decorations at home with these fun cutouts!

1.   You will need a square 
piece of paper to start. 
You can use white, silver, 
gold, or any color you 
like.

2.   Make a triangle by folding 
the paper in half diagonally.

3.   Next, fold the triangle 
in half. Each half should 
be the same size and the 
pointed corners should 
match. 

4.   Fold your triangle in half 
again.

5.   Fold your triangle into 
thirds.

6.   Cut across the bottom of 
your paper to make sure it 
is straight and even. 

7.   Now, cut into the folded paper. Try cutting in half circles, 
squares, diamonds, and other shapes of different sizes. Be 
creative!

8.   Unfold the paper and you’ll see your snowflake. No snowflake  
is alike, so you’ll have a completely unique snowflake! Place  
snowflakes on your window, or string a bunch of snowflakes  
together and decorate your walls with them.

REPRODUCIBLE
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Make Your Own 
Santa Hat

Use these instructions to help guests create Santa hats 
to wear during the party!

You will need:
 g  Cotton balls
 g  Red and white construction paper
 g  Glue
 g Tape
 g Scissors
 
1. Tape two pieces of construction paper together to make one really long piece. 
2. Cut out a large half circle — the largest half circle you can!  
3. Roll the half circle into a cone and glue the edges together.
4. Glue a strip of white paper along the bottom of your hat. 
5. Write your North Pole greeting on the top color.
6. Glue a cotton ball to the top of your hat.

REPRODUCIBLE
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Dear Santa,

Santa Claus
456 Christmas Lane
The North Pole
001225

    Sincerely,

REPRODUCIBLE
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Answer Key
continued

Fill in the Blank Answer Key:
1. Merry Christmas
2. Santa Claus
3. Snow Flake
4. Frosty the Snowman
5. Reindeer
6. Sleigh Ride
7. Tree
8. Present
9. Holiday
10. Jingle Bells

Holiday Trivia Answer Key:
1. 25th
2. The North Pole
3.  Dasher, Dancer, Prancer, 

Vixen, Comet, Cupid,  
Donner, Blitzen, or Rudolph

4. A button nose
5. Red and white
6.  Kris Kringle, Father  

Christmas, St. Nick, etc…
7. Milk and cookies
8.  Any Christmas songs will work

9. Five
10. Happy Birthday!
11. Red and green
12. Any line will work
13. A bell
14. Twice
15. Christmas Eve
16. Elves
17. Stars and angels
18. The sound of the bell
19.  False. He drives a sleigh.
20. New Year’s Day

Spot the Bells Answer Key:
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The train was filled with 
other children, all in their pajamas 
and nightgowns. We sang Christmas 
carols and ate candies with nougat 

centers as white as snow.

“Look,” shouted one of 
the children, “the elves.” 

Outside we saw hundreds of elves. 

On Christmas morning my little sister 
Sarah and I opened our presents. 

When it looked as if everything had 
been unwrapped, Sarah found one 

last small box behind the tree. 
It had my name on it. 

1

2

3

4

We traveled through cold, 
dark forests, where lean wolves roamed 

and white-tailed rabbits hid from 
our train as it thundered through 

the quiet wilderness. 

Answer Key
continued
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POLAR
EXPRESS

TRAIN
CONDUCTOR

STEAM
SANTA

BELL
CHRISTMAS

SLEIGH
NORTH

POLE
SNOWFLAKES

COCOA
PAJAMAS
FROZEN

GIFT
ELVES

WOLVES

BELIEVE
MIDNIGHT
BATHROBE

RING
ICE

Answer Key
continued
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